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Providing up-to-the-minute information attracts viewers to your channel.  With the weather packages available
for the MagicBox Aavelin, display of current conditions and trends as part of your presentation is easy, attractive,
and reliable.

Adding live weather display to an Aavelin
system is easy – the supplied instruments for
wind, temperature, and rainfall (and
optionally, barometer and humidity) are
connected to a LCD display terminal which
combines all the signals into one data feed
which is run to the Aavelin playback system.

In Aavelin Composer, you can specify where
weather shows up on the page, for how long,
and even have it crawl over existing pages or
live incoming video with the Aavelin RT.

With Aavelin’s smart refresh feature, weather information
updates continuously on the screen – if you have specified that
the wind should be displayed for ten seconds, the wind speed
and direction values will update on the screen in real-time –
multiple updates during that ten second period.  Continuously
updating weather data holds viewers’ attention and creates a
live, up-to-the-minute feeling.

The Aavelin player will also track weather values such as high
and low temperature, high wind speed, monthly rainfall, and it
will also calculate wind chill as well as dewpoint and barometric
trend with the deluxe weather package.

 Standard package senses temperature, wind
      speed, wind direction, rainfall.

 Deluxe package adds barometric pressure and
      humidity sensors.

 Real-time screen updates of live weather data.

 Flexible display options – stationary or
      crawling, solid background or page overlay.

Contact MagicBox today to discover the Weather Display
Solution that’s right for you.
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